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We live in the waning days of the Golden Age of Retirement. Like a telescope vision of distant planets whose light took years to reach us, the image of retirement we see today is already many years in our past, a product of both public and private policies that are either largely defunct or highly vulnerable to future cutbacks. In a very real sense, today’s retirees are living in a world that is already gone, a world of widespread retirement security that pools a substantial amount of risk across workers and generations. Their children and especially their grandchildren are coming of age in a fundamentally different world—one that involves much greater individual risk and responsibility and which promises much more unequal retirement prospects.

Consider the changes. A generation ago, if a worker had been offered a retirement plan by his or her employer, it would have been a traditional guaranteed pension that looked much like Social Security. Today, those workers who are lucky enough to receive a pension—and more than half the workforce continues to lack a pension at their job—are almost universally enrolled in individual account plans like 401(k)s, in which returns are neither predictable nor guaranteed.

A generation ago, the assumption was that Social Security would provide a strong foundation of retirement planning for decades to come. Today, despite reforms in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the program is projected to run short of the funds necessary to pay full benefits, and there are widespread calls for fundamental restructuring.

A generation ago, Medicare covered most of the much more modest medical costs of the aged. Today, Medicare and private supplemental plans leave many retirees facing a growing burden, as costs have continued to outstrip Medicare’s relatively limited protections. Additionally, huge gaps remain when it comes to one of the greatest risks for older Americans—the costs of long-term health care.

In these respects and others, retirement security provides a powerful example of a larger economic transformation that I call the “Great Risk Shift,” the massive long-term transfer of economic risk from broad structures of insurance—whether sponsored by the corporate sector or by government—onto the fragile balance sheets of
Increasingly, Americans find themselves on a shaky financial tightrope, without an adequate safety net to catch them if they fall. This shift has occurred across nearly all major facets of Americans’ economic lives—their jobs, their health care, their balancing of work and family, their assets, and, yes, their retirement—and it has fundamentally reworked Americans’ relationships to their employers, their government, and each other.

To a significant extent, the new world of retirement (in)security is unavoidable, embedded in the limited savings and less secure benefits of younger workers. Nothing can quickly reverse decades of erosion in traditional sources of guaranteed retirement income. As the debate about long-term deficits escalates—symbolized by the release of blueprints for budgetary austerity by not one, but two major deficit-reduction commissions in the last year—difficult trade-offs will have to be confronted. And yet choices that we as a society make today will help shape how the costs and benefits of our current framework are distributed. More important, they could usher in a new era of broad retirement security—if our policies are updated to reflect new social and economic realities.

This Article is about the principles and ideas that should guide these choices. It begins with an exploration of why retirement security as we have come to know it is in peril—why we have transited from the Golden Age to a much more uncertain and unequal world. Central to this story is the replacement of the traditional “three-legged stool” of Social Security, traditional private pensions, and private savings with a much more wobbly “two-legged stool” of Social Security and private savings (both inside and outside of individual defined-contribution retirement accounts).

The Article then takes up the independent but linked challenge of rapidly rising health care costs, which hit the aged far harder than the young, despite the universal health coverage offered by Medicare.

to those older than sixty-five. Those nearing retirement (the so-called near elderly) and those in need of long-term services, such as nursing home care, are particularly vulnerable. What is clear is that reducing the growth of health care costs, and shielding vulnerable segments of the aged from those costs, may be more important than income replacement for future retirement security. A second implication is that the erosion of retirement security, while rooted in deep demographic and economic trends, rested fundamentally on changes in public and private policy that can be revisited.

The final part of the Article considers several alternative responses to the increased shift of retirement-income and health-cost risks onto workers. None of the frequently proffered “solutions” — from simply raising the retirement age at one extreme, to expanding Social Security on the other — really grapple with the underlying challenges posed by the erosion of the traditional system, much less with the rise of new inequalities, such as the increased disparity in life expectancy between higher- and lower-income Americans. Inevitably, a mixed package of reforms will be required, and I offer one such package, building on the thoughtful proposals of leading experts.

At least as important as finding a solution, I argue, is a clear diagnosis of what has gone wrong and what is at stake in the debate over the future of retirement. Thinking about how to restore the broad pooling of retirement risks is essential if the United States is to reclaim “retirement security” before the phrase, like our traditional retirement security system, becomes an anachronism viewed only by looking back into our increasingly distant past.

I. The Golden Age and Its Discontents

To grasp the foundations of the Golden Age requires understanding America’s distinctive public-private system for providing economic security.

We often assume that the United States does little to provide economic security compared with other rich capitalist democracies. This is only partly true. The United States does spend less on government benefits as a share of its economy, but it also relies far more on private workplace benefits, such as health care and retirement pensions. Indeed, when these private benefits are factored into the mix, the U.S. framework of economic security is not smaller than the average system in other rich democracies — it is actually slightly larg-
Moreover, private employment-based benefits are extensively subsidized through the tax code—mainly through the forgiveness of income and payroll taxes on non-cash compensation. With the help of hundreds of billions of dollars in tax breaks, American employers serve as the first line of defense for millions of workers buffeted by the winds of economic change.

A. From a Three-Legged Stool to a Two-Legged Stool

America’s framework for providing retirement security was historically referred to as a “three-legged stool.” Social Security, private pensions, and personal savings—each “leg” was supposed to carry an important part of the weight of securing workers’ retirement. For lower-income workers, Social Security was far and away the most important leg of the stool. But for middle- and higher-income workers, tax-favored private pensions were assumed to be vital for achieving a secure retirement—especially after the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 put in place rules designed to ensure that defined-benefit pension plans would be properly run, broadly distributed, and secure.

The problem is that this unique employment-based system is coming undone, and in the process, risk is shifting back onto workers and their families. As recently as twenty-five years ago, more than eighty percent of large- and medium-sized firms offered a defined-benefit plan; today, less than one-third do, and the share continues to

---


Companies are rapidly “freezing” their defined-benefit plans (that is, preventing new workers from joining the plan) and shifting them over to alternative forms (such as the so-called cash-balance plan) that are more like 401(k)s. For workers fortunate enough to receive a pension, 401(k) plans have become the default source of private retirement protection.

---

The expansion of 401(k)s has not led to an overall increase in pension coverage. Instead, 401(k)s have largely substituted for traditional pension plans, and the share of workers offered any pension at their place of work has actually declined. In 1979, just over half of
private wage and salary workers aged eighteen to sixty-four who worked half-time or longer were covered by a private workplace pension. (See Figure 2.) Thirty years later, the share fell to less than forty-three percent. (See Figure 2.) For younger private workers, even college-educated workers, defined-benefit pensions are essentially unavailable; they are lucky if they have access to a 401(k).
FIGURE 2

Private-sector, employer-provided pension coverage, 1979–2009


Note: Sample includes private-wage and salary earners aged 19–64 who worked at least 20 hours per week and 26 weeks per year. Coverage is defined as being included in an employer-provided plan where the employer paid at least some of the coverage.
The one exception to this story is, of course, the public sector, where defined-benefit pensions remain the norm—almost certainly because of the much higher rates of unionization in the public sector than in the private sector.8 Recently, these pensions have become a source of controversy for two reasons. First, in part because of the severe downturn of 2007–2008, many states’ plans are substantially underfunded.9 The scale of this shortfall is frequently overstated. But states will have to increase contributions to plans going forward (which currently represent a little less than four percent of state expenditures) or reduce future outlays (which is difficult given union contracts) to achieve adequate funding.10 It is crucial to note, however, that “state and local plans do not face an immediate liquidity crisis; most plans will be able to cover benefit payments for the next 15–20 years.”11

The second reason for controversy is more political than economic. As private defined-benefit pensions have disappeared, the argument that the public sector should follow suit becomes increasingly powerful. Yet, assessing the virtue of such a shift requires examining the shortcomings of 401(k)s and other defined-contribution plans alongside the financial problems faced by public defined-benefit plans.

401(k) plans are not “pensions” as that term has been traditionally understood: a fixed benefit in retirement. They are essentially private investment accounts sponsored by employers.12 As a result, they greatly increase the degree of risk and responsibility placed on individual workers in retirement planning. Traditional defined-benefit plans are generally mandatory and paid for largely by employers (in

---

lieu of cash wages).\textsuperscript{13} Thus, they represent a form of forced savings. Defined-benefit plans are also insured by the federal government and heavily regulated to protect participants against mismanagement.\textsuperscript{14} Perhaps most important, their fixed benefits protect workers against the risk of market downturns and the possibility of living longer than expected (so-called longevity risk).\textsuperscript{15}

None of this is true of defined-contribution plans. Participation is voluntary, and many workers choose not to participate or contribute inadequate sums.\textsuperscript{16} Plans are not adequately regulated to protect against poor asset allocations or corporate or personal mismanagement.\textsuperscript{17} The federal government does not insure defined-contribution plans, and defined-contribution accounts provide no inherent protection against market or longevity risks.\textsuperscript{18} Indeed, some features of defined-contribution plans—namely, the ability to borrow against their assets, and the distribution of their accumulated savings as lump-sum payments that must be rolled over into new accounts when workers lose or change jobs—exacerbate the risk that workers will prematurely use retirement savings, leaving inadequate income upon retirement. Perversely, this risk falls most heavily on younger and less highly paid workers, the very workers most in need of protection.

In essence, we have moved from the traditional three-legged stool of retirement security to a two-legged stool—Social Security and private savings (inside and outside of 401(k)s). Needless to say, this stool is much less stable than the last.

The transformation of private retirement pensions from relatively secure income guarantees into individualized accounts makes a guaranteed foundation of retirement savings all the more important. As defined-benefit pensions vanish, Social Security is the only guaranteed pension left. Yet, the role of Social Security has declined in the
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last twenty years. The wealth represented by expected Social Security benefits fell in the 1980s and 1990s, due both to the maturation of the program and cutbacks that occurred in the late 1970s and early 1980s.\footnote{19} Looking forward, Social Security is expected to replace a smaller share of pre-retirement income than it did in the past.\footnote{20} That is true even if Social Security pays promised benefits—an assumption that is safer than Social Security’s doomsayers believe but still hinges on favorable economic and demographic trends and some adjustments in the program.\footnote{21}

As private risk protections have eroded, in sum, workers and their families have had to bear a greater burden.\footnote{22} Rather than enjoying the protections of pension and retiree health plans that pool risk broadly, Americans are increasingly facing these risks on their own. This transformation has at once made retirement savings less equal and more risky.

B. Unequal Retirement

Social Security still provides a guaranteed foundation of retirement security for low- and middle-income workers. But private pensions no longer provide the risk protections they once did to a


\footnote{22. Incidentally, none of these efforts was foreseen or intended. When Congress added section 401(k) to the tax code in 1978 to resolve some longstanding disputes over profit-sharing plans offered by employers, no mention was made of the change, except a brief note in the congressional report on the 1978 legislation indicating that the effects would be “negligible.” S TAFF OF JOINT COMM. ON T AXATION, 95TH CONG., GEN. EXPLANATION OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1978, at 84 (Comm. Print 1979).}
large chunk of less-affluent workers. Moreover, private retirement 
savings are virtually nonexistent among moderate-income families.\(^{23}\)

This is not a coincidence. The incentives for higher-income 
Americans to save have ballooned with the expansion of tax-favored 
investment vehicles like 401(k)s. Yet, because the tax breaks for these 
benefits are skewed toward higher-income Americans, most Ameri-
cans receive modest benefits from these costly tax breaks.\(^{24}\) (In 2011, 
tax breaks for retirement pensions and accounts cost the federal gov-
ernment over $140 billion in forgone tax revenue).\(^{25}\) Roughly eighty 
percent of these tax subsidies for retirement saving accrue to the top 
twenty percent of the population.\(^{26}\) Only seven percent accrue to the 
bottom sixty percent of the population.\(^{27}\)

The reasons for this stark disparity are threefold. First, lower-
income Americans face much lower marginal tax rates, making tax ex-
clusions and deferments worth much less to them. Second, lower-
income Americans are least likely to have access to tax-favored ac-
counts (and low-wage employers have less reason to provide such ac-
counts, because the tax advantages for their workers are so much more 
limited).\(^{28}\) And third, lower-income Americans have the least 
discretionary income to contribute to tax-favored accounts. Living 
paycheck to paycheck, they need the greatest incentive and assistance 
to save. Instead, the tax benefits for retirement are structured so that 
they provide the greatest rewards to higher-income workers.

These skewed incentives are reflected in 401(k) account balances. It is often claimed that the “average” American has tens of thousands of dollars in their 401(k), but in fact, roughly three-quarters of account

\(^{23}\) According to a recent analysis of families with earnings between two and six times the federal poverty level ($40,000 to $120,000 for a family of four) and headed by working-age adults, more than half of middle-class families have no net financial assets whatsoever, excluding home equity, and nearly four in five middle-class families do not have sufficient non-housing assets to cover three-quarters of essential living expenses for even three months should their income disappear.


\(^{25}\) Id.

\(^{26}\) Id.

\(^{27}\) Id.

\(^{28}\) Id.
holders have less than the widely cited average of $60,000.\textsuperscript{29} The median among account-holders is less than $20,000.\textsuperscript{30} Additionally, all these figures include only those who have 401(k)s; only half of workers have access to a defined-contribution pension plan and only around a third contribute to one.\textsuperscript{31} Overall, around seventy percent of defined-contribution pension and IRA assets are held by the richest fifth of Americans.\textsuperscript{32}

Even those who do contribute adequately to 401(k)s tend to make common investing errors like putting their money in low-yield bonds, neglecting to rebalance their accounts periodically, and over-investing in their own company’s stock.\textsuperscript{33} As behavioral economists have increasingly documented, these errors reflect fundamental biases in retirement planning that are deeply ingrained in the human psyche. Studies suggest, for instance, that simply automatically enrolling workers in 401(k)s rather than requiring that they opt in doubles initial participation in 401(k) plans, increasing it to nearly ninety percent.\textsuperscript{34} Because of how they are subsidized and structured, 401(k)s are almost tailor-made to produce insufficient retirement savings for ordinary workers—and indeed, this is one reason they are relatively inexpensive for employers to run.

Much ink has been spilled comparing the returns of 401(k)s and old-style pensions (according to a study of returns between 1985 and 2001, defined-benefit pension plans have actually won, earning returns that exceed those of their upstart competitors by about one percent a year).\textsuperscript{35} But the central issue for retirement security is not the
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return, but the risk. Retirement wealth has not only failed to rise for millions of families, it has also grown more risky as the nation has shifted more of the responsibility for retirement planning from employers and government onto workers and their families.

C. Risky Retirement

The private retirement fortunes of all but today’s oldest workers are dependent on the fate of 401(k)s. This means, in turn, that private retirement fortunes are dependent on the future of financial markets. As the recent gyrations of the stock market reveal, financial markets provide an inherently risky basis for retirement planning.

To be sure, there is nothing that requires that 401(k)s be invested in stocks. Workers are free to buy bonds or a conservative mix of stocks and bonds, and indeed, a significant share of workers invest their 401(k)s too conservatively for their age (not surprisingly, these tend to be lower-income workers).\(^{36}\) Still, stocks do deliver a higher overall return.\(^{37}\) The problem is that this return comes with higher risk, and 401(k)s place all of this higher risk on workers, offering little of the investment guidance and none of the protections against economic loss that are inherent in defined-benefit pensions.

The risks posed by 401(k)s go beyond investment risks to encompass nearly all of the managerial and savings responsibilities imposed on workers. Indeed, by far the greatest problem posed by 401(k)s is the simplest—they encourage insufficient savings. This contrasts starkly with defined-benefit plans. Because of their typical universality within workplaces and usually substantial employer contributions, defined-benefit pensions represent a powerful form of forced prefunding of retirement. Savings in 401(k)s, by contrast, are much more spotty, even when workers have them and employers match their contributions. Behavioral economists have extensively identified the myriad reasons why workers “are slow to join advantageous plans, make infrequent changes, and adopt naïve diversification strategies” that leave them without enough income on which to retire.\(^{38}\)

---
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Consider one of the most distinctive features of defined-contribution plans: the ability of workers to take their pension as a “lump sum” (that is, in the form of cash) when they leave an employer. As a means of protecting retirement wealth, this is of considerable benefit to workers who change jobs frequently—but only if they save the money. Unfortunately, “[t]he vast majority of people who receive lump sum distributions do not roll over the funds into qualified accounts,” such as IRAs and other 401(k)s—despite the fact that they must pay taxes on all their benefits, as well as a penalty of ten percent if they are younger than fifty-five.

A clue to the source of this seemingly irrational behavior is provided by research on what affects workers’ use of lump sum distributions. Workers who are laid off are nearly forty-seven percent less likely to roll over their distributions. Workers who relocate to get a new job are fifty percent less likely to rollover. Workers who leave work to care for a family member are seventy-seven percent less likely. “Overall,” as one economist concludes, “the evidence suggests that pension assets have been used to buffer economic shocks to the household.” Workers are beggaring long-term retirement security to deal with short-term shocks.

Finally, it is not so easy to turn a retirement account into a lifetime guaranteed income of the sort that Social Security and defined-benefit pensions provide. To protect oneself against this risk requires purchasing an annuity. Yet most people do not use their 401(k) accounts to buy an annuity—in part because of inherent weaknesses of the annuity market, in part because their balances are too small to make the transaction worthwhile, and in part because they discount the possibility that they will outlive their assets.
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D. The Fallout

The true effects of the 401(k) revolution on income in retirement have yet to be seen. We will only know them with certainty when today’s younger workers start retiring. But even before the recent economic downturn, the signs were deeply troubling. Among Americans aged sixty-four to seventy-four in 2005 (that is, born between 1931 and 1941), nearly one-third lost fifty percent or more of their financial wealth between 1992 and 2002—a rate of wealth depletion that will soon leave them confronting a complete exhaustion of their assets, a much-reduced standard of living, or both.\(^{46}\) The rate of wealth depletion was even higher among those who reported they were in poor health.\(^ {47}\)

At the same time, debt is rapidly growing among families with heads of household older than fifty-five. Between 1992 and 2007, the median debt level among older families with debt rose from $15,923 to $43,000 (in 2007 dollars), with the largest percentage increase occurring among the oldest of the aged (seventy-five or over).\(^ {48}\) The share of older families with debt also rose substantially—from fifty-four percent to sixty-three percent.\(^ {49}\)

A significant part of this rise is represented by credit-card debt—the most costly form of credit for most consumers. During the 1990s, credit-card debt grew by around half among all consumers, but it grew by 200% among seniors aged sixty-five to sixty-nine.\(^ {50}\) Research on the cause is limited, but the basic realities are clear: relatively fixed and modest incomes alongside rapidly rising medical costs.\(^ {51}\) In addition, during this recent severe downturn, many older Americans found themselves in the position of providing financial support to their children.\(^ {52}\) (The threats to retirement security posed by medical
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costs and intergenerational support, as well as other large variable expenses, will be discussed later.)

These results suggest that while much attention has been paid to the accumulation of assets for retirement, far less has been devoted to the issue of how Americans manage their assets in retirement. Defined-benefit plans and Social Security ensure that workers receive a relatively stable income as long as they live. There are no such guarantees when it comes to IRAs and 401(k) plans, and there is every reason to think that many retirees will exhaust their accounts well before they die.

The other side of the coin of wealth depletion is asset accumulation—and retirement savings in 401(k)s is, ironically, both inadequate and excessively at risk. The risk of market volatility has been driven home by the stock market gyrations of recent years. Just between mid-2007 and October 2008, an estimated $1 trillion in retirement wealth was lost in 401(k)s and individual retirement accounts. A 2009 survey found that two-thirds of adults aged fifty to sixty-four years lost money in mutual funds, individual stocks, or 401(k) accounts, with the vast majority losing more than twenty percent of their investments (most who had no losses had no investments).

To be sure, we cannot yet know how sustained these losses will be. After all, the market has recovered markedly since the stock-market downturn of 2007 and 2008. Moreover, those nearing retirement are potentially the most vulnerable to market risks insofar as they have the least time to recover losses before they retire. The point is that market volatility is a serious threat to retirement security, and coping with it is left almost entirely up to 401(k) holders. As with rising debt levels of the aged, what we know is that even among those with at least one foot in the Golden Age of Retirement, retirement insecurity is becoming more common.

What we also know is that these signs of strains are only the tip of an emerging iceberg, for they appear amid a long-term decline in

the retirement-preparedness of younger Americans. According to researchers at Boston College, the share of working-age households that are at risk of being financially unprepared for retirement at age sixty-five has risen from thirty-one percent in 1983 to forty-three percent in 2004, and a projected fifty-one percent in 2009. (See Figure 3.) Younger Americans are far more likely to be at risk than older Americans: roughly half of those born from the mid-1960s through the early 1970s are at risk of being financially unprepared, compared with thirty-five percent of those born in the decade after World War II.\footnote{Alicia H. Munnell et al., The National Retirement Risk Index: After the Crash, ISSUE IN BRIEF, Oct. 2009, at 4-7, available at http://crr.bc.edu/images/stories/Briefs/IB_9-22.pdf.} In every age group, low-income Americans are the least financially prepared.\footnote{Id.}
II. The Growing Challenge of Medical Costs

As striking as the rise in retirement risk is, it is important to recognize that the risks discussed thus far concern only potential income shortfalls in retirement, with shortfalls defined as failure to achieve a certain share of preretirement income. As a result, none of the prior discussion tackles one of the most salient risks to the economic security of older Americans—namely, health care costs.

A. Why Health and Long-Term Care Costs Are Special

Medical expenditures are distinct from other spending in key respects. They are substantially nondiscretionary, they are heavily influenced by professional advice rather than personal taste, they can be extremely large, and they are highly variable, both across individuals and over time.

The nondiscretionary aspect is the most important for the current discussion: most people do not believe that failing to go to a doctor or take prescribed medicines is a reasonable response to economic
strains. Rather than a discretionary expense, such spending is best thought of as a constraint on disposable income—a significant, unpredictable, and more or less unavoidable part of the family budget. In this vein, the National Academy of Sciences has recommended that calculations of who is poor should subtract medical costs from income, a recommendation recently implemented by the Obama administration in its development of alternative poverty measures.\(^{58}\)

For older Americans, health care spending takes two main forms. First, there are the costs of medical care itself—a substantial share of which, despite the universal Medicare program for the aged and disabled, are financed by the elderly directly.\(^{59}\) These out-of-pocket costs include not only the expense of medical services and goods not covered by Medicare or by supplemental insurance, but also the copayments and other forms of cost-sharing required by these coverage sources, as well as the directly paid premiums for these forms of coverage. The Medicare Part B premium, for instance, is now set to pay at least twenty-five percent of program costs, and it rose by sixty percent between 2002 and 2007.\(^{60}\) Since Part B premiums are directly deducted from Social Security for most people, the effect is to make Social Security income smaller than it would otherwise be.

Despite its mounting cost, Medicare has not kept pace with skyrocketing health expenses for the aged, leaving the aged spending a growing share of income on out-of-pocket medical costs. Today, seniors are actually paying a larger share of their income on medical care than they did at the time of Medicare’s passage.\(^{61}\) In 2000, they spent an average of $3526 out-of-pocket on medical costs—or twenty-two percent of their incomes on average—with low-income seniors spending nearly one-third of their income.\(^{62}\)

---
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At the same time, private employment-based coverage for retirees has experienced a tailspin even steeper than have defined-benefit pensions. In 1993, forty-six percent of employers with more than 500 workers offered health insurance to early retirees, and forty percent offered supplemental coverage for retirees on Medicare. In 2009, only twenty-eight percent of these large employers offered retiree health coverage, and just twenty-one percent offered supplemental benefits.

The second major health care expense faced by older Americans is the cost of what is called “long-term care,” which includes medical services but is primarily made up of the costs of institutionalization in nursing homes or assisted living facilities (including food, housing, and daily assistance) or the costs of assistance and care in a senior’s own home. These costs can be substantial indeed—in 2009, the average annual rate charged for a semi-private nursing home room was more than $70,000—and they are only partially covered by public programs and private insurance. Medicare does not cover long-term care to any significant degree. Thus, the main source of public protection is Medicaid, the joint state-federal program providing health care to the indigent, which funds nursing home care and, to a lesser extent, home care for elderly Americans with little or no income or assets.

Meanwhile, private insurance is very limited in the area of long-term care, with only about one-tenth of Americans older than fifty-five covered by any private long-term care plan. Part of the reason for the low coverage is that people notoriously underestimate the risk of needing long-term care. Experts even have a name for this misper-

---
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The name comes from the confusion of the cross-sectional incidence of long-term care—one in twenty elderly Americans is in a nursing home at any point in time—with the likelihood of needing nursing home care at some point, which is about fifty percent, or home health care, which is about seventy percent.

Lack of awareness is only one barrier. The existence of Medicaid coverage for elderly Americans with limited assets means that less affluent seniors have scant incentive to buy private policies. In addition, private insurance has inherent difficulties dealing with the risk of long-term care. Conventional insurance protects people against risks, such as car accidents, that vary among individuals but average out across a large population. As Harvard economist David Cutler has explained, long-term care is different: it is almost impossible to predict how costly the care in future decades will be. Insurers face equally serious uncertainties about how much they must put aside to pay future bills. As a result, coverage is riddled with exceptions and escape clauses—without which long-term care policies would be highly vulnerable to collapse when insurers found themselves unable to pay promised claims. Little wonder, then, that less than one percent of nonelderly Americans hold a private long-term care policy. Of course, future costs are easier to predict for people at or near retirement. At this point, however, policies become much more expensive, and for older Americans most in need of long-term care, either unavailable or prohibitively costly.

Once medical expenses and long-term care costs are brought into the picture, the future of retirement security looks even more threatened.

70. Id.
72. See generally FROLIK & KAPLAN, supra note 5, at 145–48.
B. Health and Long-Term Care and Retirement Income Adequacy

Health care costs are rising much faster than other costs of living, and the elderly consume much more health care than the young. Therefore, incorporating the high rate of increase of medical costs into projections of future income needs necessarily results in more working-age Americans being counted as “at risk” of inadequate retirement income.

Just how many more is the difficult question, with the answer dependent on future medical cost growth. The researchers at Boston College who developed the index of retirement risk discussed earlier calculate that retiree health costs increase the share of the nonelderly population at risk in 2006 from forty-four percent to sixty-one percent, indicating that an additional seventeen percent of Americans younger than sixty-five are at risk of inadequate income in retirement when health care costs are taken into account. Adding in long-term care costs increases the share at risk even further—to around sixty-five percent of nonelderly Americans. These projections are based on the estimates of the Medicare Boards of Trustees, which predicts that costs will rise substantially faster than general inflation in the future but somewhat slower than they have in recent decades.

C. Health and Long-Term Care and Retirement Income Risk

In addition to being a large constraint on income for older Americans, medical expenditures are unpredictable and lumpy. While generally increasing with age, they are quite different across older individuals due to variance in health status and ability to carry out daily activities, and they may change significantly from year to year. As a result, they may quite suddenly and substantially constrain the other uses to which retirement income can be put.
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In this respect, a major change in out-of-pocket costs is not so different from a major drop in income—both reduce the resources that can be used for other expenses. In fact, this is the way in which a team of researchers and I treat out-of-pocket medical spending in the comprehensive Economic Security Index (ESI) we have developed with the support of the Rockefeller Foundation. The ESI, available from the early 1980s through 2007, is a measure of the share of individuals whose household income after factoring out out-of-pocket medical spending declined by more than twenty-five percent from one year to the next.78 (We excluded from the count those who had sufficient financial wealth that they could make up the loss until they recovered to their prior income level.) Thus, for example, people are counted as insecure if their income remained constant but their medical spending increased by twenty-five percent or more of their income.

This turns out to be very important when examining the economic security of the aged. Older Americans are often thought to be relatively immune from major economic threats given the strong role of Social Security and the virtually universal health insurance provided through Medicare. The ESI suggests otherwise. While older Americans are indeed less likely to experience large income losses than younger Americans, large medical spending burdens substantially offset their advantage on the income side. As Figure 4 shows, Americans aged sixty-five and over remain the most secure group according to the ESI because their incomes are so stable. But factoring in variable medical costs makes them appear much more vulnerable to year-to-year changes in their economic standing.

D. Related Threats to the Economic Security of the Aged

Medical costs are not the only large, variable expense financed by the aged. As part of the Economic Security Index project, the ESI team of researchers and I also commissioned a unique two-wave representative survey of Americans that was fielded between March 2008 and September 2009: the Survey of Economic Risk Perceptions and Insecurity (SERPI). The SERPI measures economic insecurity in four domains of economic life: employment, medical spending, family needs, and wealth. Through its lens, it is possible to examine not just the share of Americans experiencing substantial economic shocks, but also that imprint of these shocks on Americans’ lives, their ability to meet basic needs, and their expectations and concerns.

The first finding of SERPI to note is that having adequate savings for retirement is the leading worry of Americans, exceeding concerns about medical costs, employment, debt, health insurance, and housing. In March 2009, more than half of Americans said they were “very” or “fairly” worried about “having enough money to retire on.” Among those nearing retirement (aged forty-five to sixty-four), nearly four in ten (thirty-eight percent) are “very” worried. This high level of concern is mirrored in other sources—for example, the Retirement Confidence Survey of the Employee Benefit Research Institute, which
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found workers more pessimistic about their retirement income prospects in 2011 than at any time during the two decades that the survey has been conducted.  

SERPI also allows us to look at current retirees’ vulnerability to large economic shocks. The picture is mixed, befitting the relatively secure position of today’s retirees relative to past cohorts—or, as I have argued, to future ones. On the one hand, those over the age of sixty-five report a very low rate of economic shocks due to divorce, the loss of health insurance coverage, and cuts in retirement benefits (they are also quite obviously less likely to experience the loss of job). On the other hand, as Figure 5 shows, they are roughly as likely as younger age groups to experience substantial health care or health insurance costs, have major cuts in their health insurance coverage (presumably supplemental coverage from former employers or private carriers), or see a major drop in their home or asset values. And they are more likely—not surprisingly, given their age—to have a spouse die. Perhaps more notable, older Americans are more likely to find themselves offering substantial financial assistance to extended family members than are younger Americans. This is one respect in which the Great Risk Shift has reached into the lives of even Americans living in the Golden Age of Retirement: during hard economic times, they are pressed to serve as a safety net for younger Americans who are more exposed to the vagaries of the job market and cuts in medical and pension benefits.

---

III. Restoring Retirement Security

The promise of private retiree benefits at their heyday was a secure retirement income that, when coupled with Social Security, would allow older Americans to spend their retired years in relative comfort. That promise is now in grave doubt. But reforms to our pension and health care systems could make private retirement accounts work better as a source of secure retirement income for ordinary workers and their families while offering greater protection against future medical costs.

Restoring retirement security requires a three-pronged approach. First, Social Security needs to be strengthened as a foundation for retirement planning. Second, 401(k)s should be fixed so they adequately supplement Social Security for all workers, not just a fortunate few. Third, the challenge of rising health care costs for the aged must be tackled head on.

None of these proposals will be costless or easy to put in place, but they are consistent both with public views of retirement policy and with the imperatives of fiscal responsibility. Indeed, each of these proposals — especially the last, addressing future health costs — would
improve the long-term budget situation of the United States without putting retirement security at greater risk.

A. Strengthening Social Security

In the context of the financial crisis and increased private risk-bearing, securing our one guaranteed system of retirement security, Social Security, is all the more essential. To do this, however, will require addressing Social Security’s funding shortfall. Although the program has run a surplus since the early 1980s, it will soon start drawing down this surplus—which requires remitting special government bonds held by the program (and, thus, will increase strains on the rest of the federal government).\(^80\) If no changes are made in the program, it is projected to be able to pay only around three-quarters of promised benefits after the mid-2030s.\(^81\)

The last two decades have been consumed by a debate over “privatization” of Social Security—that is, its whole or partial replacement by mandatory individual savings accounts.\(^82\) The push for privatization failed spectacularly in 2005 in the face of public resistance to risks inherent in the movement toward individual private accounts, as well as to the borrowing and benefit cuts required to set up the new system.\(^83\) But as the debate over Social Security’s future heats up again, these proposals are resurfacing.

Private accounts by themselves do nothing to improve Social Security’s fiscal standing. Indeed, since Social Security now pays benefits with the revenue raised by current workers’ contributions, diverting contributions by younger workers into private accounts makes the program’s finances worse rather than better. If Social Security was to become a system of private accounts, into which current workers put some or all of the money that they would have paid in taxes, the funds needed to pay promised benefits would have to come from some-


where else—or, more precisely, from new taxes, new benefit cuts, new borrowing, or some mix of the three. The only way to pay these “transition costs” is to take something away from someone—either retirees in the form of lower benefits, all Americans in the form of higher taxes or reduced spending on other valued ends, or future generations in the form of new government debt.

Even more important, privatization proposals would seriously undermine Social Security’s role as an insurance program. Because it pools risk across millions of citizens and uses the power of government to guarantee against the major threats to family income during (and, in some cases, before) retirement, Social Security simply does not have the kind of inherent uncertainty built into it that private accounts would. It offers a guaranteed benefit in retirement that is more generous to families with low lifetime incomes, to families whose heads are disabled or pass away, and to those who have the good fortune to live a long time after retirement (elderly widows are the chief example). 84 The program protects families not just against these risks, but also against the risk of large drops in their assets due to stock-market or housing-price instability, as well as the risk of unexpected inflation, which can devastate families on fixed incomes. 85

Virtually all of these protections would be undercut or eliminated by privatization. Workers would see their guaranteed benefits largely replaced by the returns on their accounts, which could vary greatly from person to person. Those disabled before retirement, those who end up living a long time after retirement, those with low incomes, those who retire when the stock market drops—all might end up with less than they would have enjoyed had they received the guaranteed benefit. In short, a social insurance program would be replaced by a system that would shift much more risk onto the shoulders of individual workers and their families—precisely the transformation that has taken place in the private sector with such negative consequences for retirement income and security.

Some of these risks might be worth imposing if fiscal realities made massive changes in Social Security unavoidable. But dealing
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with the future financial threats to Social Security simply does not re-
quire abandoning the core elements of the program: guaranteed life-
time benefits paid on retirement, provided as a right, and linked to
time earnings. The funding shortfall within the program—
substantial, but hardly insurmountable—can be closed relatively easi-
ly by making Social Security benefits and the payroll taxes that fund
them modestly more progressive and by tying benefits to future lon-
gevity so that fortunate generations that live longer than the last re-
ceive slightly less from the program than now promised.86

What this means in detail should be up for debate, but four im-
portant considerations should guide these discussions. First, the early
retirement age for Social Security (now sixty-two) should only be
raised in tandem with increased longevity of the least advantaged
workers. This is because most of the gains in average life expectancy
over the last generation have been enjoyed only by higher-wage
workers.87 Less affluent workers (who are most reliant on Social Secu-
rity) are not living markedly longer than they used to,88 so raising the
retirement age could impose substantial hardship on them. Absent an
increase in early-retirement age, moreover, raising the age at which
full benefits are received (now sixty-five and slated to rise to sixty-
seven in future years) amounts simply to a blunt cut in benefits, since
workers receive reduced benefits if they retire before the normal re-
tirement age.89 Thus, other benefit trims—for example, a small
downward shift in the cost-of-living adjustment or a slight increase in
the progressivity of the benefit formula—should be considered before
raising the retirement age. Raising the retirement age, it is worth not-
ing, is also among the least popular reform options in opinion polls.90

Second, the financing of Social Security should be made more
progressive. As wages have grown more unequal over the last gener-
ation, more and more of the highest wages are exempt from the Social
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Security payroll tax, which is capped at around $100,000 in annual earnings.\footnote{Automatic Increases: Contribution and Benefit Base, SOC. SEC. ADMIN. (Dec. 28, 2010), http://www.ssa.gov/oact/cola/cbb.html.} Because of the progressive benefit structure (high-income workers receive the lowest rate of return from the program), raising the cap results in far more revenue flowing into the program than new spending on benefits. In fact, eliminating the payroll-tax cap would by itself close the long-term Social Security funding shortfall.\footnote{Virginia P. Reno & Joni Lavery, Options to Balance Social Security Funds Over the Next 75 Years, SOC. SEC. BRIEF 1, 3 (2005), available at http://www.law.cornell.edu/socsec/course/topic13/SS_Brief_18.pdf.} To reduce opposition from high-income taxpayers, as well as to preserve the link between contributions and benefits, I would be wary of a complete removal of the cap. Nonetheless, it should be significantly raised.

Third, there is a strong case for taxing capital income as well as wage income—as was recently done for the Medicare portion of the payroll tax,\footnote{FROLIK & KAPLAN, supra note 5, at 58.} which, importantly, is not capped like the Social Security tax. Another alternative would be to dedicate a portion of a restored estate tax, one that would tax a larger portion and share of the richest estates than the current tax, to Social Security’s long-term financing.

Finally, serious consideration should be given to investing a portion of the Social Security trust fund in private equities. Certainly, there are risks to direct public investment in the stock market. Other countries, however, have successfully created models for passive investment that have allowed them to increase the returns of the pre-funded portions of their system.\footnote{Social Security Privatization: Experiences Abroad: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on the Budget, 106th Cong. 2–7 (1999) (statement of Dan L. Crippen, Director, Congressional Budget Office), available at http://www.cbo.gov/ftpdocs/12xx/doc1283/052599.pdf.}

The advantage of such pooled investment—which is similar to what traditional defined-benefit pensions do but on a broader scale and with a much greater capacity to spread risk—is that it allows for the diversification of market risk, both across individuals and over time, something that cannot be done with voluntary private accounts. As pension expert Alicia Munnell argues:

> In general, efficient risk sharing requires individuals to bear more risk when young and less when old. However, the young often hold no risky, high-yielding assets, and their implicit asset—Social Security—is invested in bonds. Introducing equities into
the Social Security system has the potential to shift risk from the old to the young and could make all generations better off.\textsuperscript{95}

\section*{B. Fixing 401(k)s}

Even with a secure Social Security system, today’s workers will need other sources of income in retirement. 401(k)s as they are presently constituted are not the solution. Too few workers are offered them, enroll in them, or put adequate sums in them—a reflection of perverse incentives built into their very structure—and they place too much of the risk of retirement planning onto individuals, with too little information and insurance to help them build a secure retirement.

Three main options for the reform of 401(k)s vie for consideration: incremental fixes, large-scale reforms, and complete replacement. The first approach is exemplified by the Pension Protection Act of 2006, which tried to encourage employers to automatically enroll their workers in 401(k)s.\textsuperscript{96} The research is clear that workers required to opt out of 401(k)s rather than opt in are much more likely to participate in plans.\textsuperscript{97}

So far, however, results of the Act have been mixed, with surprisingly few employers adopting automatic enrollment.\textsuperscript{98} Moreover, automatic enrollment does little to address other key concerns with 401(k)s, including the skewed tax subsidies for them, low contribution rates, leakage from the system due to lump-sum distributions, and, most fundamental of all, the reality that many employers do not offer a 401(k) at all.

On the other extreme, thoughtful pension experts have proposed mandatory government managed accounts with a guaranteed rate of return that would supplement Social Security, forming a “second tier”
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of compulsory retirement savings. Contributions would be required, but unlike Social Security, benefits would be fully prefunded and there would be no redistribution from high-income to low-income workers. Instead, existing tax breaks would be restructured or replaced to provide a subsidy for low-income workers. These proposals generally envision that 401(k)s would gradually cease to exist.

Though these second-tier ideas have considerable merit, they also face serious political and logistical obstacles. Instead, I propose a middle way: a more robust version of plans for “universal 401(k)s” that have received substantial notice in recent years. Universal 401(k)s should be available to all workers, whether or not their employer offers a traditional retirement plan. Employers would be encouraged to match employer contributions to these plans, and indeed, government could provide special tax breaks to employers that offered better matches to lower-wage workers.

Automatic enrollment would be required of all these plans, and the default contribution rate would be set at a level that would finance an adequate retirement along with Social Security. Existing tax breaks for 401(k)s would be replaced with a retirement savings credit that would be placed in the accounts of all workers. Such a credit would be the same for all workers and, hence, a much larger share of the income of low-wage workers.

To be sure, higher-income workers would be free to fund retirement accounts with after-tax dollars. In return for pre-committing resources to retirement, they would receive the benefit of not having their interest earnings taxed until withdrawals were made, allowing them to accumulate retirement savings tax-free. However, they would no longer be able to make tax-free contributions (as in 401(k)s and traditional IRAs) or receive final benefits tax-free (as in so-called Roth 401(k)s and Roth IRAs, which require after-tax contributions but keep accounts free from future taxation).

Since universal 401(k)s would be offered to all workers, there would cease to be any problem with lump-sum payments when workers lost or changed jobs. All benefits would remain in the same
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account throughout a worker’s life. As with 401(k)s today, this money could only be withdrawn before retirement with a steep penalty.

Unlike the present system, however, 401(k)s would be governed by the same rules that now protect traditional pension plans against excessive investment in company stock. Moreover, the default investment option under 401(k)s should be a low-cost index fund with a mix of stocks and bonds that automatically shifts over time as workers age to limit market risk as workers approach retirement.

To help workers plan ahead, moreover, 401(k) balances should be reported to account holders not simply as a cash sum, but also as a monthly benefit amount that workers would receive when they retired if they had average life expectancy—just as Social Security benefits are reported.

After my criticism of 401(k)s, it may come as a surprise that I think universal 401(k)s are the best route forward. However, the difference between universal 401(k)s with strong incentives for contributions and the present system are profound. What is more, I recommend one dramatic additional change to improve 401(k)s that would transform them into a source of guaranteed retirement income. Under this proposal, 401(k) accounts would be converted into an annuity at retirement—unless workers specifically requested otherwise and could show they had sufficient assets to weather market risk. One reasonable concern about mandatory annuitization is that some demographic groups (such as African Americans) might end up receiving much less back than others because of shorter life spans. On the one hand, if annuities were based simply on average life expectancy at retirement, they would generally favor healthier and higher-income groups. On the other hand, it would be impracticable and undesirable (and in the case of some characteristics, like race, illegal) to have annuities based on very specific health and demographic characteristics. A reasonable medium ground would be to have annuities based on a few key characteristics that life insurers are now legally permitted to take into account that correlate strongly with life expectancy. In addition, annuities could have a provision providing some stream of payments to the surviving spouse or heirs of those who live for a very short period after retirement.  
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These new annuities could be provided by private firms under strict federal rules or directly by the federal government. (Interestingly, this proposal is not so different from an idea that was seriously considered by the developers of the Social Security Act in 1935, who argued that the post office should sell low-cost annuities to those who needed them.) In essence, universal 401(k)s along these lines would bring back something close to a guaranteed private pension, with government, rather than employers, pooling the risk.

C. Confronting Health Care Costs

Health care security and retirement security are inextricably intertwined. Without serious efforts to control future health care costs faced by retirees, no pension system will prove adequate over the long term. At the same time, key distortions in our pension system reflect the growing challenge of retiree health care. For example, retirees are often loathe to take out reverse mortgages on their home or convert their savings into an annuity because of the possibility of having to finance very large health care expenses.

This is an area, however, where effective public and private efforts could make an enormous difference. As the economist Henry Aaron has shown, America’s long-term budget challenge is principally a health care cost challenge. Social Security, antipoverty benefits, discretionary social spending—all of these pale in comparison to the rising costs of Medicare and Medicaid. Failing to rein in costs means not just less income for retirees, but also federal and state budgets that are unable to accommodate necessary investments in education, infrastructure, technology, and other critical sources of future growth.

Nonetheless, the focus cannot be simply on reducing federal expenditures on Medicare. While Medicare’s costs are rising rapidly, the main reasons have little to do with Medicare and much to do with American health care. In fact, since payment controls were first introduced into the program in the early 1980s, Medicare’s costs per pa-
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tient have risen slower, on average, than private health insurance spending per patient. In recent decades, Medicare has contracted with private health plans to provide insurance to some beneficiaries—which, if you believed the rhetoric about Medicare’s inefficiency, should have cut costs. Yet, every reputable study has shown that Medicare loses money when beneficiaries enroll in private plans (in large part because the beneficiaries who enroll in private health plans are healthier than those who do not).

This is not to deny that Medicare faces serious strains. Because it covers only the aged, its spending will be driven up by the retirement of the baby boom generation in the coming years (although this is far less important than the general increase in costs per retiree). Medicare spends hugely different amounts on patients in different parts of the country reflecting longstanding, but unnecessary, regional variations in medical costs and practice patterns that Medicare could do much more to reduce than it does. Medicare has also moved much too slowly in introducing measures that might make it better able to judge the efficacy of treatments and coordinate care for the chronically ill (although, revealingly, it still remains ahead of most of the private sector on both scores).

Nonetheless, the common critique of Medicare—that it is overly generous—is untrue. Medicare coverage is substantially less generous than the norm in the private sector. What is more, Medicare provides this relatively ungenerous coverage for less than the private sector would charge for the same benefits. If we as a nation cannot “afford” Medicare, then we as a nation cannot afford to provide basic health care to the aged. Few Americans, I am certain, are ready to ac-
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cept this dismal conclusion—not at least in the world’s richest nation—and rightly so: almost every other advanced industrial country provides insurance not just to the aged, but to all citizens, while spending much less on a per-person basis than the United States’ incomplete system does. 113 Many of these nations, furthermore, have much older populations than we do,114 have citizenries that go to the doctor more often,115 and have better basic health outcomes.116 Despite this, the overall health spending in these nations remains far below ours and, in many, has also been growing more slowly.117

Controlling Medicare spending can only be done in one of two ways. The first way is controlling how much Medicare pays for care. The second is by shifting more of the costs of care onto Medicare beneficiaries. Given that Medicare coverage is less generous than the private-sector norm and that most elderly and disabled Americans have modest incomes—median income of the aged is around $18,000—shifting costs and risks would seem the very last option to embrace.118 Nevertheless, shifting costs and risks is precisely what many Medicare reform proposals now call for, under the label of “premium support.”119
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Under premium support proposals, people who are enrolled in Medicare would be given a fixed amount to either buy into traditional Medicare coverage or purchase a private alternative.\textsuperscript{120} Much as in a defined-contribution pension plan, Medicare would cease to guarantee a specific benefit at a particular price, but rather offer a guaranteed level of support ("premium support") for the purchase of private options or traditional Medicare coverage.\textsuperscript{121} If a particular plan were to cost more than the premium support amount, the remainder would be the responsibility of Medicare beneficiaries—even if those beneficiaries remained in the traditional Medicare program.\textsuperscript{122}

The premium support approach threatens to shift more risk onto seniors’ shoulders—which is why it is such a central challenge to the existing structure of Medicare. To understand this, it helps to remember that the costs of health care are extremely concentrated on the small portion of Americans who incur major health expenses in any given year.\textsuperscript{123} As it is currently constructed, Medicare essentially pays for the high costs of these unfortunate Medicare beneficiaries by spreading the costs across all Medicare beneficiaries—and through taxes, across all Americans. Yet, if Medicare was a system of multiple private plans competing with the traditional Medicare option, then it would be much harder to spread costs in this way. Some plans would get a healthy group of patients while others—almost certainly including traditional Medicare—would not. Even with adjustments to account for this brute fact, the premium support would still create a substantial amount of sorting of patients that would undermine the ability of traditional Medicare to pool risks and perhaps even to survive.

These are not idle speculations. The entire history of private health insurance in the United States—from the abandonment of broad pooling by Blue Cross and Blue Shield, to the hyper-segmentation of the market in the 1980s and 1990s because of the exodus of large employers from the private risk pool—illustrates the
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Advocates of premium support often point to the Federal Employees Health Benefit Program. But there are huge discrepancies in the premiums of plans within the federal employee’s program due simply to the health of the patients they enroll. Such discrepancies would be much greater, and much more worrisome, in the context of Medicare, especially if they meant that senior citizens who wanted to remain in traditional Medicare were not able to enroll in the program they once benefited from because of its higher cost.

At heart, then, proposals to “modernize” Medicare by introducing premium support are about shifting the risk of rising health costs from the government onto senior citizens, and this shift will not be a one-time occurrence. If Medicare moves from a guaranteed package of benefits to a system that merely provides a fixed amount of support, then it will be much easier down the road to control Medicare costs by simply trimming the level of the fixed contribution. This is all the more true because Medicare beneficiaries would suddenly face very different premiums and enjoy very different benefit packages, undermining the unified constituency of Medicare beneficiaries that has made direct cuts in Medicare so difficult in the past.

Rather than making Medicare look more like private insurance, we should do almost exactly the opposite: simultaneously make Medicare more cost-effective and open it up to younger Americans, which would create competitive pressures on private insurers to adopt innovations in cost control and care management as well. Those who are familiar with my work on the “public option” will recognize that this is the proposal I advocated with regard to the Affordable Care Act of 2010. Although the public option—which would have allowed
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nonelderly Americans without workplace coverage to enroll in a Medicare-like public plan—was not enacted as part of the 2010 reform legislation, it remains an essential tool of cost control that should be reconsidered.

This tool, of course, will only work if the public sector can better control costs than the private sector and if there is a mechanism for allowing enrollment in Medicare (or a Medicare-like national public plan) that would not undermine the federal government’s fiscal standing. To take the second problem first, simply allowing people to enroll in a new public plan will create tremendous threats to federal finances. Proposals to allow the near-elderly to enroll in Medicare on a voluntary basis, for example, make good sense in that older Americans who do not enroll in employment-based coverage face higher health care costs and difficulty finding private coverage until they turn sixty-five. (Medicare is distinct from Social Security in that one cannot gain access to it before age sixty-five—one reason why raising the Medicare eligibility age is a much more serious and undesirable change than raising the normal retirement age under Social Security.) The drawback of voluntary buy-in proposals is that the least healthy near-elderly will have the greatest incentive to enroll. Such “adverse selection” could undermine Medicare or any similar public plan.

Fortunately, the Affordable Care Act contains a mechanism for allowing enrollment that is less subject to adverse selection—namely, the health insurance “exchanges” that will be established at the state level (or on a multi-state basis if states desire) under the law. The exchanges are open only to those without workplace insurance who meet certain minimum standards, and, in a number of ways, they reduce the chance of adverse selection. For example, the amount plans are paid is “risk-adjusted” to reflect the expected cost of subscribers (so a plan would receive less if they enrolled a healthy young person than if they enrolled an older person with a chronic disease), and marketing and enrollment are regulated to discourage plans from selecting only healthier people. Allowing younger Americans to enroll in Medicare or a Medicare-like public plan would, therefore, be

as simple as offering it as a choice within the new health insurance exchanges.

As simple as it would be in principle, this single reform would have major benefits. It would increase the federal government’s ability to control costs as well as its ability to monitor and improve the quality of care, it would even out the nation’s commitments between young and old, and it would make future federal costs less frightening because they would not rise as sharply as the baby boom generation retires. Of course, Medicare would have to be upgraded to work for younger Americans, putting more emphasis on prevention and limiting out-of-pocket costs—but this would be good for older Americans, too.

The other side of the equation—and the most important over the long term—is cost control. No one who has studied the private medical market in recent years can fail to recognize the unhealthy consolidation that has taken place on both the demand (insurer) and supply (provider) sides. In 2009, a single private insurer held seventy percent or more of the private market in twenty-four of the forty-three states examined (up from eighteen of forty-two just a year earlier). On the provider side, large physicians’ groups and flagship hospital systems have gained increasing power to drive up prices, even when faced with dominant insurers.

The federal government has far greater leverage to hold down price increases. Medicare, for example, has held annual spending growth (for comparable services) at a level two-to-three percentage points below private insurance over the past fifteen years or so. By contrast, as a recent report on California’s health care market notes, private insurers’ “payment rates to hospitals and powerful physician groups approach and exceed 200 percent of what Medicare pays, with annual negotiated double-digit increases in recent years.”

Medicare’s record, while hardly unblemished, reflects the dominant form of cost containment in the advanced industrial world—
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payment control. In most nations, payments for specific services or treatment of patients with particular diagnoses are set through a negotiated process in which insurers, providers, and government officials have a seat at the table.\textsuperscript{132} By consolidating bargaining power on the demand side and limiting the ability of providers to play one payer off another, these systems both create lower and more uniform payments and restrain the increase in service prices over time. Revealingly, health care costs have risen much faster in the United States than in other nations since the introduction of these sorts of payment controls in most rich democracies in the 1980s.\textsuperscript{133}

Besides the savings created by a public plan with no need to earn a profit and large numbers of subscribers over which to spread administrative expenses, a public option would restrain costs in two additional ways. The first and simplest is by building on Medicare’s success in restraining prices and improving care. Indeed, the public option could be the prime means for extending to nonelderly Americans the innovations in payment and care management that will be used to slow Medicare spending growth in the coming years. Payment reforms would not have to be limited to setting rates for individual services; they could also be extended to more complex payment methods, such as payment for entire episodes of care (e.g., treatment of a heart attack).

The second means by which a public plan available to the nonelderly will hold down costs is by serving as a competitive benchmark for private plans. Offered through the state exchanges, the public option would represent a simple, affordable plan available on similar terms throughout the nation, reassuring Americans newly required to have insurance that they can gain access to a transparent insurance product that offers a broad choice of providers. As such, it is likely to be an attractive alternative to private plans, pressing insurers to work harder to restrain their own premiums and to showcase their own merits. In today’s weakly competitive market, even a modest spillover of the public plan’s cost-control efforts into the private sector could have major effects.\textsuperscript{134}


\textsuperscript{133} See id. at 157.

The public option is often seen—by detractors as well as some supporters—as an alternative to relying on private insurance. Although it will certainly cover some Americans who would otherwise enroll in private plans, it is best thought of as an alternative to relying exclusively on regulation to make private plans act in the public interest. The public option is a means of allowing the private and public sectors to operate in cooperative tension with each other, without putting excessive faith in the ability of regulators to make the private sector behave in fundamentally different ways.

Lastly, a public plan available to the aged and young alike could ultimately be a key means of providing long-term care. The present system relies too heavily on Medicaid, burdening states and requiring that the elderly impoverish themselves to receive benefits. In recent years, rising complaints have centered on Medicaid’s long-term care benefits, with critics arguing that the current system creates perverse incentives for older Americans to hide or divest themselves of assets to obtain nursing home care.

The fundamental problem, however, is not well-off senior citizens gaming the system. Rather, it is that few Americans have reliable and effective insurance options that can protect them if they require long-term care. Simply put, private long-term care insurance will never work for millions of Americans. Even with major changes in the market, private policies are likely to continue to be complex, costly, and often inadequate.

Because the private market does not work well, efforts to reduce Medicaid spending by shifting the burden onto private markets will not work well either. Tightening Medicaid rules might reduce public spending slightly, but it will not eliminate the underlying costs, and it certainly will not distribute the burdens with greater dignity or fairness. The cold truth is that taxpayers will have to foot much of the bill for long-term care. Currently, we pay the bill through a program that was not designed to cover these costs effectively—Medicaid. The alternative would be to provide at least basic long-term care benefits...


through a public program of insurance available to everyone, preferably one that requires that people contribute over their working lives.

The Affordable Care Act includes a limited program of this sort: the Community Living Assistance Services and Supports (CLASS) Act. The CLASS Act is a voluntary public insurance program for long-term care. It would allow all workers and full-time students to contribute; after five years, workers would be eligible for benefits. Thus, the program would cover long-term care for the younger Americans in need of support services, as well as the aged.

The CLASS Act, however, has serious problems. Because it is voluntary, it is likely to be subject to adverse selection. In particular, workers with long-term care needs will be most likely to sign up (after five years of contributions, they can receive benefits for the remainder of their lives). As a result, the Act could be seriously underfunded, limiting the benefits that will be provided. Those benefits, moreover, are envisioned as a relatively modest cash grant that would not come close to covering the cost of nursing-home care.

The alternative is as obvious as it is difficult: the federal government should pay for a basic level of long-term care through Medicare, openly, for every American. That would staunch the fiscal bleeding that forces states to cut important services. It would also protect all workers from one of life’s most frightening risks. There would still be an important place for private insurance as a supplement to basic public benefits, but the foundation of planning would be a universal public program, financed through taxes paid during one’s working life. Nations that have instituted universal long-term care programs, such as Germany, have defied the dire predictions—their programs have generally been both affordable and effective.

Medicare is the most natural institutional repository for such a program. Indeed, the majority of older Americans mistakenly believe
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that Medicare covers long-term care costs already. Moreover, Medicare already has a mechanism for advance funding in the Medicare payroll tax (which, as noted, is more progressive than Social Security’s tax financing). Ultimately, Medicare parts A (hospital insurance), B (outpatient care), and D (prescription drug coverage) should be merged into a single program financed by a relatively stable mix of payroll contributions, general revenues, and premiums paid by the aged. The only way to make that mix stable and sustainable, of course, is to control spending on the program.

As my proposals for Medicare reform suggest, the policy changes that we need should be bold, integrated, and guided by a commitment to shared fate. Today, when our fates are often joined more in fear about our present economic troubles than hope about our shared economic future, it is sometimes hard to remember how much we all have in common when it comes to our economic hopes and values. Indeed, we are more linked than ever, because the great risk shift has increasingly reached into the lives of all Americans. What recent market events remind us of is that, in a very real sense, all of us are in this together. Reforms to our embattled framework of retirement security should reflect that.

The rise of retirement security in the twentieth century represents one of the most prominent embodiments of the idea of shared fate in U.S. social policy. This momentous transformation was no accident. It was the reflection of a set of deliberate policies that pooled some of the most threatening risks to retirement income, created strong incentives for younger Americans to adequately pre-fund their retirement, and integrated health and economic security so that older Americans did not see their finances or their health grievously undermined by the predictably higher costs of health care in later life.

Over the last generation, these policies have come undone—gradually yet consistently and, again, not by accident. With many employers less interested in offering guaranteed pensions and many policymakers eager to create private accounts as supplements (and, ultimately perhaps, alternatives) to Social Security, the “three-legged stool” of retirement security (Social Security, private defined-benefit pensions, and private savings) has given way to a much less stable
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two-legged stool (Social Security, private savings) that is being forced to bear the increasing burden of health care costs in old age.

It is fashionable to say that these changes are inevitable, that they reflect inexorable demographic and budgetary challenges that dictate ever more risk-shifting onto Americans. This Article has argued otherwise. The future of retirement security rests in our hands; it will depend on the decisions we make. Rather than calling for massive cutbacks in Social Security and Medicare, I have argued instead for redirecting the vast amounts spent to subsidize private retirement accounts that do not work well or equitably while seriously tackling health care costs—the greatest threat to the long-term economic security of the aged. The picture of retirement that we see today is a vision of the past. But that does not mean we cannot develop a new image of retirement for the future that, like the old, provides people with the means to enjoy broad economic security both during their working lives and during retirement.